
Welcome To A Unique 
Leadership Development

Retreat for Women

Join a small group of women committed to increating 
their leadership impact and growing their careers... 

Hello!

We are so excited to offer this Leadership Retreat for Women to you! It’s been 
a dream for many years – to bring a xmall group of passionate femal leaders 
together in a relaxed and beautiful environment in order to accomplish several 
things:
 

• Increase leadership impact and accelerate career growth
• Build resilency and create lifestyle practices that keep us strong 

when we get home
• Have fun adventures together and build a supportive community 

that lasts for years into the future

This retreat will be unlike any development experience you have ever had. 
Because we are focusing on you as a whole person, we recognize a broader 
range of needs than just intellectual learning. We will spend time supporting 
you in your relationship with your body, reconditioning stress-induced 
thinking into a more optimized use of your brain, leveraging insights from 
neuroscience to learn practices for living and thriving in the Green Zone and 
so much more.  Take a look through these pages to see what we mean.

Logistics
Program Dates:
Arrive: April 12th Depart: April 18th

Program Cost:  $7970.00; includes 
everything except airfare

Register by Feb.14 for Early Bird 
Discount:   $7497.00

(If you are not available in April, please 
add yourself to our interest list for 
another Retreat in June, to be held in 
a mountain resort nearby Durango, 
Colorado.  We are eagerly planning this 
Retreat along the same lines as the one 
in the Riviera Maya and would love to 
have you join us.)

Become Refreshed & Empowered



Building Resiliency and Creating Lifestyle Practices 
that Keep you Strong

One of the problems with the typical executive or leadership retreat is that 
often you end up sitting for hours in an over air- conditioned hotel room, 
listening to a lecture that is not necessarily all that relevant to your situation, 
often in a crowd of people who may or may not understand or appreciate 
the unique context in which you work and live. Often, when you leave you 
are more tired than when it started.  That’s why we have designed a daily 
schedule that will leave you feeling rested, energized and ready to roar back 
into your life with even more enthusiasm and passion for your loved ones, 
your work and yourself!

Building Leadership 
Impact and Accelerating 
our Career Growth

Over the past 20 years I have 
reflected a lot on what women can 
do to increase their impact as leaders 
and accelerate their career growth.  
The key opportunity areas fall into 
this graphic of The Five Vs.  
Women need to speak in ways 
that ensure their voices are being 
heard, confidently adapting their 
language of influence to the styles 
of those around them.  They need 
to show the ability to provide long 
term vision and strategy for the 
businesses they lead.  They need 
to find ways to make sure they are 
visible to senior team members and 
are being recognized for the value they add.  

And they need to protect their quality of life, ensuring they have vibrancy and well-being, given the extra challenges 
they face. But more than anything, women need to feel connected to a supportive community, where they are known, 
appreciated and supported in living into their fullest vision of themselves.  Does this sound like you?



Fun Adventures and Community Building

We have deliberately built a solid amount of free time into the Retreat afternoon schedule so you can rest, read, connect 
with new friends, swim, kayak, snorkel or shop… whatever you need to rejuvenate.  We want you to feel like you are on a 
very special kind of vacation—one that helps you build your reserves and also prepares you to take the next step in your 
lifelong leadership journey.  Let’s face it, life is too short to not enjoy, 
so we want to make sure you have fun along the way as you are 
learning.

By the way, I used to be a workaholic, clocking in 60-70 hours a week 
on a regular basis.  It took a health crisis for me to wake up and smell 
the roses.  I don’t want you to have to go through what I did to re-
prioritize your health.  This retreat is the perfect opportunity for you 
to re-set your priorities and create a lifestyle that is more supportive.  
(By the way, this is me in the Philippines late last year, scuba diving 
in Cebu.)

Daily Schedule                          

7:15 Guided Yoga & Meditation on 
the Beach

8:15 Breakfast
9:00 Morning Session:  The Five Vs
12:15 Lunch
1:15 Options for guided adventures 

in Snorkeling around the reefs, 
Watching the Sea Turtles, Re-
laxing on the beach or by the 
pool, Cenote swimming, Tourist 
Shopping, etc. 

4:30 Afternoon Yoga
5:30 Happy hour 
6:15  Dinner
7:30 Community Building Evening 

Activity
9:00 Quiet Time



Who Should Attend...?
Women who want to have more impact 
through leadership!  
Do you want to increase your leadership impact and accel-
erate your career growth while contributing to the success 
of other women, too?

Do you recognize the need to take better care of yourself 
and optimize your daily lifestyle practices so you can op-
erate more fully in the Green Zone?

Would you welcome the opportunity to slow down and 
practice yoga and meditation, twice a day? 

Would you value the opportunity to build a community of lifelong supporters and peer coaches? 

Would you like to have some fun adventures, along with development?

What’s Included in the cost of the Retreat?

Prework                                                                                                                                                                  

• Self – assessment using the MBTI and Enneagram, debriefed with Anna Pool, master level executive coach in a one 
hour one on one session, to identify your goals and opportunity areas for accelerating your leadership impact

• 
• At the Retreat
• 6 nights accommodation in a private room in a beachfront luxury villa in a gated community, next to Soliman Bay, 

one of the Mexican Riviera Maya’s best kept secrets.  The bay is a haven for marine life, large and small, including sea 
turtles, eagle rays, barracuda, and parrot fish, as well as dozens of colorful tropical fish.

• 3 meals a day at the villa, prepared by our private chef and featuring healthy, fresh, and delicious cuisine from around 
the world

• Daily morning group sessions in the Five V’s, a curriculum specifically designed for women to increase leadership 
impact by more fully leveraging Voice, Visibility, Vibrancy, Value and Vision

• Guided yoga and meditation sessions, twice a day, designed for all levels of experience, as well as specific visualiza-
tion exercises to support you in building your resilience and vibrancy

• Afternoon free time for resting on the beach or by the private pool or participating in optional guided adventures 
such as snorkeling, kayaking, turtle watching, shopping or cenote swimming

• Happy hour
• Facilitated evening community-building sessions for fun and connecting with other leaders
• Airport transfers-both ways
• Last night celebration dinner in local restaurant 

Post Program Support

• 1-hour monthly group zoom calls to provide support and community for five months after the retreat 
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